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DAVISCAPES

enViABLe LAndscAPes  
the OutdOOr cOnstructiOn eXPerts 

this outdoor space, designed by Ben davis from daviscapes, is timeless and classic while still maintaining a 
contemporary feel. it brilliantly complements the age and style of the home with good proportions, seamless flow 
and direction.  

Best described as distinctive, the owners of the property wanted a fully functional and practical space. taking this 
on board, the major features daviscapes adopted to achieve this brief were classic materials, a simple yet effective 
planting scheme, the open pergola area and the subtle changes in levels.    

the outdoor space was made functional by linking the different areas, offering a seamless flow from the pool to the 
outdoor kitchen and pergola, through to the lawn and the children’s play area. 

during construction, there were minor architectural challenges that had to be overcome. these included integrating 
the subtle changes in levels, and utilising the existing components of the outdoor space, such as the pool and the 
large eucalyptus tree along the back fence. despite these challenges the finished project is testament to daviscapes’ 
high level of workmanship and ability to overcome all challenges. 
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Daviscapes
Mobile: 0400 089 865
email: ben@daviscapes.com.au  
Website: www.daviscapes.com.au

daviscapes specialises in landscape design and outdoor construction. Working throughout Melbourne, the team 
completes between eight and ten projects per year. the company also provides quality landscape maintenance and 
plant supplies, so you need not look any further than daviscapes for all your landscaping needs. 

the company started operating in 2005, yet owner and founder Ben davis has been working in the industry since 1995. 
the company began when Ben decided to utilise his design and creative skills, exemplary knowledge of horticulture, 
and construction skills that are so essential for creating a unique and successful landscape.   

Ben’s passion to make gardens beautiful, long lasting and functional makes daviscapes stand out from others in the 
industry. the very talented team at daviscapes is more than willing to share their knowledge of design, plants and 
landscapes with each of their clients to ensure they achieve cutting-edge landscapes every time.  


